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ABSTRACT Understanding what factors make a helpful online review is critical to increase sales and

drive revenue for online retailers. This paper examined the impacts of both reviews’ numerical and textual

characteristics on review helpfulness across three different review types including comparative, suggestive,

and regular reviews. With an analysis of 30 338 product reviews collected from Amazon.com, the results

indicated that the effects of numerical characteristics of reviews on review helpfulness are stronger for

regular reviews than those for suggestive and comparative reviews. The impacts of text sentiment on

review helpfulness are more significant for suggestive and comparative reviews when compared with regular

reviews. Moreover, the text complexity of reviews has a significant invert U-shaped relationship with review

helpfulness, and the relationships are stronger for regular reviews when compared with suggestive and

comparative reviews. Furthermore, text sentiment has a negative effect on review helpfulness, and the effect

is stronger for suggestive reviews than that for comparative and regular reviews. Finally, we employ a

random forest method to predict review helpfulness based on its numerical and textual characteristics. This

paper found that review length is the most helpful factor in predicting the helpfulness of online reviews.

Our findings also indicated that the importance of numerical characteristics is greater than that of textual

characteristics across three different review types. The theoretical and practical implications of the findings

are presented.

INDEX TERMS Online reviews, review helpfulness, review type, electronic commerce, random forest.

I. INTRODUCTION

Review helpfulness is one of the most important con-

cepts related to online customer reviews [1], [2], which have

become growingly critical to customer purchase decisions.

While the huge expansion of online reviews provided abun-

dant product-related information for customers, the problem

of information overload subsequently arises [3]. The over-

whelming quantity of product reviews prevented customers

to find the information they need, which greatly increases

the risk and uncertainty related to consumer purchasing deci-

sions. In order to eliminate the uncertainty and reduce the risk

of decision-making, it is extremely necessary to find useful
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reviews, which are diagnostic and extremely important in

customer purchase decisions [4].

Given the importance of product review helpfulness,

a growing body of studies have been dedicated to

explore what factors may affect the helpfulness of online

reviews [2], [5]–[7]. In academia, the review helpfulness

related studies have mainly focused on two perspectives: the

number-special characteristics (e.g. review rating and review

length) [8] and the text-special characteristics (e.g. review

sentiment and review complexity) [9] of online reviews.

The numerical characteristic of a review gives readers an

impression before they can read the review carefully, while

the textual characteristic of the review affects readers’ review

helpfulness evaluations when they read the review. Many

previous studies have examined the impacts of the two types
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of review characteristics on review helpfulness indepen-

dently. However, they overlook the fact that the numerical

and textual review characteristics are not exactly independent

of each other but affect the customer’s reviews helpfulness

evaluations together. Motivated by the issue whether and

how these review characteristics may affect consumers’ eval-

uations of review helpfulness, the present study intends to

extend existing research on review helpfulness by considering

the effects of both its numerical characteristics and textual

characteristics.

In addition, the present study also examines how differ-

ent types of review opinion may affect the relationships

between the review characteristics and review helpfulness.

The review types are generally defined based on their lin-

guistic construct [10], which expresses different opinions of

reviewers with regard to product features [11]. There are

generally three types of review opinion: comparative opin-

ion, suggestive opinion, and regular opinion. A compara-

tive opinion is a review that consumer tell the similarity

or difference between two or more products [12], while a

suggestive opinion, generally expresses an advice that the

reviewer directs others to do or not to do something in a

polite manner [13]. A regular opinion is usually referred to

simply or abbreviated as an opinion [14]. Obviously, different

types of product reviews can provide information on different

aspects of the product to help customers or potential buyers

make better decisions. For example, it is difficult for users to

make decisions in a competitive business environment if they

only look at one aspect of the product. Despite considerable

effort has been devoted to understand the review helpful-

ness and consumers’ purchase behaviors [15], the impacts of

review opinions types on the relationships between review

characteristics and helpfulness are still needed for a thor-

ough investigation. The objective of our study is therefore

to explore the impacts of the number-special and text-special

characteristics on review helpfulness in the different review

opinion types settings.

What is more, the present study adopted multi-analytic

method to test the impacts of the numerical and textual review

characteristics on review helpfulness across three different

review types. Specifically, a negative binomial regression

method was first employed to explore the influences of the

numerical and textual characteristics on review helpfulness

in three different datasets reflecting regular, comparative

and suggestive reviews. Then, a random forest method was

adopted to further predict the review helpfulness by ranking

the important of these predictors. Specifically, the present

study investigates:(1) Do the number-special and text-special

characteristics significantly shape review helpfulness, and if

so, how? (2) How the impacts of the number-special and

text-special characteristics on review helpfulness will be var-

ied in the contexts of different review types? (e.g., compara-

tive, suggestive, and regular reviews)

This study contributes to the extant online review related

literature in two ways. First, the present study explores

the different impacts of the numerical and textual review

characteristic on review helpfulness across three different

review types including comparative, suggestive and regular

reviews. Second, our study adopts a multi-analytic method

including negative binomial regression and random forest

method to investigate the helpfulness of online reviews.

Employed amulti-analytic methodwould enhance the robust-

ness of the findings of our research.

The structure of this paper is organized as follows. We pre-

sented the relatedwork in the next Section. Section 3 develops

the research hypotheses and put forward research model.

Then it describes the research methodology in Section 4.

It is subsequently followed by data analysis in Section 5,

which discusses the results of hypothesis testing and random

forest predicting. Section 6 concludes the discussion and

conclusions.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. REVIEW HELPFULNESS

Review helpfulness has been widely utilized as a tool to mea-

sure review’s value in improving consumers’ ability in assess-

ing the quality of a product [5], [9], [16]. Mudambi and

Schuff [5] have defined a helpful review as ‘‘a peer-generated

product evaluation that facilitates the consumer’s purchase

decision process’’. Particularly, a useful review can create a

greater value to potential consumers through offering appro-

priate information about the quality of product [16].

A growing body of study has devoted to investi-

gating review helpfulness and what makes a helpful

review [2], [3], [17]–[20]. With data collected from Ama-

zon.com, Mudambi and Schuff [5] indicated that the per-

ceived helpfulness of the review is affected by review extrem-

ity, review depth and product type. Review depth has a

positive relationship with review helpfulness, and this rela-

tionship is moderated by product type (search or experi-

ence). Cao et al. [21] examined the effect of review rating,

review length and reviews’ posted time on review helpful-

ness. They found that reviews with extreme opinions are

perceived as more helpful than those with neutral or mixed

opinions. Huang et al. [22] stated that there is a threshold

in the impact of review word count on review helpful-

ness. More recently, Eslami et al. [16] investigated review

helpfulness based on reviews’ specific characteristics (i.e.,

review length, review score, argument frame) and found

that reviews associated with medium length, lower scores

as well as non-positive argument frame are among the most

helpful reviews. Siering et al. [23] found that both review

content-related signals (i.e., review sentiment strength) and

reviewer-related signals (i.e., reviewer ranking) affect the

helpfulness of online review. Malik and Hussain [2] exam-

ined the impacts of review content and reviewer charac-

teristics on review helpfulness. They found that syllables,

the number of space, drives words, and aux verb in review

text, as well as reviewer helpfulness per day and reviewer

productivity score are significant predictors of review help-

fulness. Ren and Hong [24] indicated that product type mod-

erates the impact of three discrete emotions (sadness, fear,
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anger) on review helpfulness. They found that sadness

embedded in a review negatively affects review helpful-

ness while fear embedded in a review positively influences

review helpfulness. Moreover, anger embedded in a review

has a more negative effect on review helpfulness for expe-

rience product than for search product. Malik and Iqbal [18]

found that linguistic features including noun-singular, noun-

general, preposition, personal-pronoun, and adverb are more

influential predictors for helpfulness of review as a stan-

dalone model. Malik and Hussain [19] further examined the

impacts of the features of review, reviewer and product cat-

egory on review helpfulness. They found that these features

are significant predictors for review helpfulness. Li et al. [20]

found that reviewers’ words have greater impacts on review

helpfulness when compared with social relations. Although

these studies provided significant insights into the effect of

review and reviewer characteristics on the review helpfulness,

little research has investigated the combination effects of

numerical and textual characteristics on review helpfulness

in the context of different types of reviews (e.g. regular,

comparative and suggestive). The present study thus sheds

light on this issue in online review literature.

In recent years, sentiment analysis has attracted increas-

ing attentions from scientific communities and business

circles [16], [25], [26]. Poria et al. [25] coupled ensemble

classifier with a word-embedding model for sentiment analy-

sis to improve the accuracy of model. Ma et al. [27] proposed

a termed Sentic LSTM which outperforms state-of-the art

methods in the tasks of targeted aspect sentiment. Addition-

ally, the sentiment expressed in review is extremely crucial

in online reviews, because it represents relevant information

and influences consumers’ purchase decisions [23], [28].

Cambria [26] suggested that ‘‘Emotions play an important

role in successful and effective human-human communica-

tion’’. One of main factors in the area of sentiment analysis

is business intelligence. In the context of online review, many

researchers use the sentiment score of review to explain and

predict the helpfulness of reviews [9], [16], [23]. On the other

hand, previous studies also argue that text complexity that

measures the degree of complexity in review content reflects

the quality of review text from the cognitive perspective [29].

Therefore, text sentiment and text complexity are used as

textual characteristics in this present study.

B. REVIEW TYPES AND REVIEW HELPFULNESS

Opinions are one of themain drivers of human behaviors [14].

Consumers can utilize the opinions to make better pur-

chase decisions in that these opinions provide by con-

sumers who bases on their own purchase experience and use

experience [3]. Compared with the information provided by

the merchant, these opinions are considered to be more cred-

ible and appealing by the consumer [30]. Early research on

product reviews has studied and identified two types of opin-

ions, namely comparative opinion and regular opinion [12].

This dual classification continued for a while until some

scholars identified the suggestive opinion, a third type of

review [14]. The classification of these three types of reviews

can provide different levels of information to consumers and

online retailers [10].

As we mentioned above, sentiment analysis reviews

have different types: regular opinion, aiming at a single

object [14], and comparative opinions, discussing more than

one entity [12]. The regular opinion is significantly utilized

to discover positive or negative points about a particular

product, while the comparative opinion is usually used for

competitive intelligence [31]. There are many existing works

that examine the effect of regular opinions on review eval-

uations, which basically cover many aspects of the regular

review [14]. Originally proposed by Jindal et al. [12], the

comparative opinion has been examined by a number of

online reviews related studies [32], [33]. Regular opinion and

comparative opinion are also the two basic types of review

established in previous studies. Recently, Qazi et al. [13]

have examined a third significant type of review, namely

suggestive review.

Different types of reviews are a key determinant of search

costs, especially when consumers are confronted with thou-

sands of product reviews. It is imperative to classify the

reviews accurately, because different types of reviews convey

different information to consumers, which lead them to make

different consumption choices [34]. For example, an exam-

ple of a regular review is ‘‘the memory of cell phone A is very

good’’. Another example is ‘‘the memory of mobile phone

A is better than that of mobile phone B’’. Obviously, these

two examples provide different information and the latter

is more referential. Therefore, it is important to distinguish

between comparative opinions in review analysis, since direct

comparisons are more persuasive than opinions on a single

individual product. The suggestive review is characterized

by recommendations for solutions to specific problems of an

object or group of objects [14]. For instance, ‘‘Do not buy

this phone, bad touch screen, bad system, bad resolution, it is

absolutely terrible’’.

III. RESEARCH MODEL AND HYPOTHESES

Based on existing studies, the present study proposed a

research model which reflects the effects of review charac-

teristics and review types on review helpfulness. Specifically,

as shown in Fig. 1, the reviews’ numerical characteristics

including rating and length, as well as textual characteris-

tics including sentiment and complexity will affect review

helpfulness. In addition, three types of reviews including

regular, suggestive and comparative reviews were identified.

Then the present study examines whether the impacts of the

reviews’ numerical characteristics and textual characteristics

on review helpfulness were different across these different

review types.

A. NUMERICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ONLINE REVIEW

Numerical characteristics of customer reviews refer to the

word count of review, average sentence length, review rat-

ing, and other numeric-related aspects of information [35].
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FIGURE 1. Research model.

They could give customers a visual impression before cus-

tomers read review content. However, not all numerical char-

acteristics are relevant to the context of this study. Review

rating can be measured using the quantity of stars of each

review in Amazon.com. For text-based information, the word

counts of a review seem to be a suitable measure.

Previous studies suggested that reviews with low rat-

ing have a stronger impact on review helpfulness than

ones with high rating [9], [36], [37]. This view is mainly

based on the following three theories. Firstly, based on the

Prospect Theory, people are more sensitive to loss than to

gain [38]. Negative reviews mean that users would lose profit

after purchasing products. In the interest of risk aversion

and avoidance, review readers would pay more attention

to such reviews and tend to think that these reviews are

more informative. Secondly, based on the Attribution The-

ory, customer will infer the motivation of reviewer when

they read the review [39], [40]. Generally speaking, cus-

tomers tend to attribute negative reviews to internal factors

(product) and consider them credible, while attributing pos-

itive reviews to external factors (reviewers) and consider

them unauthentic [1]. Thirdly, based on the Information

Diagnostic Theory, consumers generally believe that positive

reviews are less diagnostic than negative ones [41]. Hence

reviews with negative rating are thought to be more helpful.

Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:

H1: Review rating will negatively affect product review

helpfulness.

Reviews containing more words and concepts can be

perceived higher information diagnosticity and therefore,

are perceived more helpful [9]. When consumers have no

enough confidence to make decisions on purchasing a prod-

uct, they will spend more time on evaluating the product.

People are irresolute and hesitant in making decisions when

information is less diagnostic [5]. The added length of infor-

mation can increase the diagnosticity of reviews, thus increas-

ing the customer’s confidence in the purchase decision.

Moreover, reviews with a great deal of words usually include

more details about product features. Therefore, the following

hypothesis was developed:

H2: Review length will positively affect product review

helpfulness.

B. TEXTUAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ONLINE REVIEW

Textual characteristics of online reviews refer to the con-

tent, text complexity, text sentiment, and any other text-

related aspects of information. The textual characteristics

enable customers to have a cognitive understanding of the

review after reading it. For text sentiment of online reviews,

the previous studies have suggested it has as asymmetric

impact on the helpfulness of a review. In particular, negative

reviews have high customer perceived helpfulness than pos-

itive reviews [9], [36]. One significant interpretation is that

positive reviews are less diagnostic than negative ones [42].

Therefore, it is expected that reviews with positive sentiments

are expected to be less helpful than those with negative sen-

timents. The following hypothesis was therefore proposed:

H3: Review sentiment will negatively affect product

review helpfulness.

Understandability is defined as the level of comprehension

that an online review requires so that consumers can under-

stand and make informed decisions after they have read the

review [29]. In general, the understandability of review text

is directly related to its complexity, which lies in how hard

it is to read and understand a piece of text that is relevant to

a product’s features and functions. Previous study has sug-

gested that a simpler piece of review text will be considered

more helpful than difficult one [6]. On the one hand, the cog-

nitive abilities of consumers, especially the cognitive ability

for review text, are so limited that they just have a normal

professional level in evaluating products [1]. Theoretically,

cognitive matching occurs when the information contained

in the review text matches the client’s own information pro-

cessing strategy. On the other hand, the complexity of the

text plays an important role in assessing the rationality of the

review. Therefore, we hypothesize:

H4: Review complexity will negatively affect product

review helpfulness.

C. REVIEW TYPES AND REVIEW HELPFULNESS

The online product review rating system allows customers

to talk about their experience of purchasing and their sug-

gestions for their purchased products in a narrative manner.

As such, reviews that contain various contents will form

different styles. Review type was then introduced to capture

the opinion expressed by various reviews on the online shop-

ping platform [13]. It is expected that the impact of review

rating on review helpfulness may be stronger for suggestive

reviews when compared with comparative reviews. As we
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mentioned earlier, suggestive reviews are mostly used to

express reviewers’ advice about one product, whereas com-

parative reviews are usually utilized for discussing more than

one product [14]. Since the review rating is only for a single

object or entity, it is thus expected that the impact of review

rating on review helpfulness will be weaker for comparative

reviews than for suggestive reviews.

Review length refers to the overall word count of a

review [43]. As mentioned earlier, review length can improve

the diagnosticity of information and thus, positively affect

review helpfulness [21]. However, review length may not

be equally important for all review types, and may depend

on whether the reader is reading a suggestive or compara-

tive review. With reference to the numerical characteristics

of review rating, it is expected that while longer review

is more helpful, the incremental worth of review length

for suggestive reviews may be greater than the incremental

value of review length for comparative reviews. Therefore,

we hypothesize:

H5: The effect of review rating (A) and review length

(B) on review helpfulness will be stronger for suggestive

reviews, when compared with comparative reviews.

Sentiment embedded in the review text can provide more

acquiescent and text-specific emotions of the reviewers,

beyond the review rating [44]. Previous study has suggested

that negative reviews are more diagnostic and therefore more

helpful than positive ones [1]. In the context of the present

study, it is expected that the effects of text sentiment on

review helpfulness to be different between suggestive reviews

and comparative reviews. For comparative reviews, the social

presence provided by reviews may be very important. In line

with the social comparison theory, everyone has the moti-

vation to compare themselves with others. In a retail envi-

ronment, consumers often look for social cues from other

consumers [5], while comparative reviews can be seen as

making a declaration about the reviewer’s preference and

taste. In contrast, a suggestive review is utilized to direct

someone to do something (in our case, to buy or not to

buy) in a straightforward or euphemistic manner. In other

words, the sentiments embedded in suggestive reviews are

more persuasive than that in comparative reviews. Therefore,

we argue that the impact of text sentiment on review helpful-

ness may be stronger for suggestive reviews when compared

with comparative reviews.

Text complexity of a review is an important predictor of its

helpfulness [6]. Simple reviews are more likely to be superfi-

cial and lack a comprehensive assessment of product features.

Complicated reviews, in contrast, are more likely to contain

more information about product features and in-depth anal-

ysis of the product. However, reading complicated reviews

may increase consumer’s search costs through decreased

information diagnosticity [9]. Therefore, it is expected that

review complexity will have a negative impact on the help-

fulness of a review, but the effects of text complexity on

review helpfulness may be weaker for comparative reviews

than for suggestive reviews. This is because those suggestive

reviews can increase information diagnosicity by providing

clear advice. Consequently, we hypothesize that:

H6: The effects of text sentiment (A) and text complexity

(B) on review helpfulness will be stronger for suggestive

reviews, when compared with comparative reviews.

Numerical characteristics and textual characteristics

resemble quantitative and qualitative features of online

reviews, respectively. However, the effect of these two char-

acteristics on different types of reviews may not always be

consistent [44]. In the context of the present study, when

consumers read the suggestive and comparative reviews,

they may form different evaluations on the reviews when

compared with the regular reviews. To some extent, both

numerical characteristics and textual characteristics affect

consumers’ review helpfulness evaluations by influencing

consumers’ perceptions, whereas both suggestive and com-

parative reviews can promote consumers’ perception of prod-

uct reviews [14]. Thus, we hypothesize that:

H7:The effects of numerical characteristics (A) and textual

characteristics (B) on review helpfulness will be stronger for

suggestive and comparative reviews, when compared with

regular reviews.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. DATA COLLECTION

The dataset of online reviews used for analysis in the present

study was collected from Amazon.com. The reason for

selecting Amazon.com as our test bed is that it is one of

the most popular online retail websites with thousands of

reviews, which provides an abundant setting for search on

online reviews. Based on Nelson’s research, the present study

included both search and experience products [45], [46]. For

search goods, consumers can have a more accurate and com-

prehensive understanding of the attributes and quality of the

products based on the product information provided by the

online retailer. They can browse online customer reviews just

to verify whether the product information provided by the

online retailer is true. For experience goods, consumers can-

not have a comprehensive understanding of the product solely

based on the product information provided by the online

retailer. They need to combine the online customer reviews

with product information to gain a more thorough under-

standing of the product to determine whether the product

meets their preferences. Considering the target products must

have a relatively large number of online consumer comments

compared with similar products, cell phone and book were

selected as the search and experience products in our study,

respectively. In addition, these selections were also supported

and adopted in [5], [6], and [47]. Following Salehan and

Dan [9] sampling strategy, we collected reviews of 20 differ-

ent products that had at least 100 reviews randomly. Then,

a total of 31,357 reviews were collected. We eliminated

1,019 analysis reviews that did not have complete reviewer’s

personal information. Finally, we got 30,338 reviews, which

include 13,551 for search products and 16,787 for experience

products.
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B. VARIABLES

Based on the prior studies, the present study operationalizes

the variables of proposedmodel by using the dataset collected

from Amazon.com. The dependent variable is review help-

fulness, measured by the number of consumers who consider

the review helpful. In other words, review helpfulness is mea-

sured by the overall helpful votes that response to the question

‘‘Was this review helpful to you’’. Besides, the explanatory

variables are text complexity, text sentiment, review rating,

review length, review type. Review rating was measured

as the number of stars of the review. Review length was

measured by the overall count of words of the review. Text

complexity was calculated by the average sentence length of

each review. Text sentiment of a review was automatically

performed by the LIWC program [48]. Following Ludwig

et al. [49], we derived the text sentiment score of a review

by the following formula:

TextSentimenti =
PWi − NWi

SWi

where the overall intensity of text sentiment in review i is

represented by TextSentimenti; the count of positive words in

review i is represented by PWi; the count of negative words

in review i is represented by NWi; the count of all words in

review i is represented by SWi.

The review type was divided into three categories by the

card sorting method, which involved artificial labeling of

text content based on message and classified it into different

groups that made sense to participants [50]. The whole clas-

sification process was completed in optimalworkshop.com,

where we can use the provided OptimalSort tabs to create a

card sort. Therefore, we could find the impact of different

types of reviews on online review helpfulness by carrying out

this classification [14].

We included reviewer ranking, reviewer reputation and

review age as control variables. Reviewer ranking is a

weighted calculation based on the overall quality and the

number of reviewer’s entire reviews, which is displayed in

the reviewer’s personal page. Reviewer reputation was mea-

sured by the overall number of helpful votes got by the

reviewer [51]. Review age was measured by the number of

days between comment collection date and comment release

date. For example, the comment release date is September 8,

2017, and the comment collection date is September 27, 2017,

then review age is 19 days.

Table 1 lists the descriptive statistics of the variables in

the complete dataset. Table 2 displays a comparison of the

descriptive statistics for the regular, suggestive and compara-

tive reviews subsamples.

The average review is obviously positive, with an average

review rating of 4.3075. In addition, as Table 2 shown, the

average number of useful votes for both suggestive reviews

and comparative reviews is larger than regular reviews, which

is consistent with the common sense and judgment in practi-

cal matters.

TABLE 1. Descriptive statistics for the full sample.

TABLE 2. Descriptive statistics and comparison of means for subsamples.

Table 3 presents the correlation coefficient matrix of each

variable. As shown in Table 3, the correlation coefficients

of each variable are relatively low; the highest correlation

coefficient is only 0.4871, indicating the multicollinearity

was unlike a serious problem in our dataset.

C. ANALYSIS METHOD

Because the dependent variable (helpfulness) in this study is

a count variable, it is not suitable to be analyzed by general

Multiple Regression Model. Given that the variance of the

dependent variable (26.75) is overwhelmingly greater than

its mean (1.18), there may be over-dispersion problems that

will lead to a lower standard error of the model parameter

estimation. In this case, the Poisson regressionmodel analysis

method is also not suitable, because the Poisson regression

model generally requires that the variance of dependent vari-

ables equals its mean. In contrast, negative binomial regres-

sion model is more appropriate, which can effectively correct
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TABLE 3. Correlations of variables.

the over-dispersion problem [52]. Therefore, referring to the

method of Zhou and Guo [3], this study adopts Negative

binomial regression model analysis method, and the esti-

mation method adopts a robust standard error. Under large

samples, robust standard error is often used regardless of

heterogeneity among error terms. Even with heterogeneity

problems, the use of robust standard errors can avoid incorrect

interval estimates and statistical tests.

In the present study, in terms of review numerical charac-

teristics, review rating was hypothesized to have a negative

impact on review helpfulness (H1), and review length will

have a positive impact on review helpfulness (H2). In terms

of review textual characteristics, text sentiment was hypoth-

esized to have a negative impact on review helpfulness (H3),

and text complexity has a negative impact on the helpful-

ness of a review. In order to test the nonlinear effect of

text complexity on review helpfulness, the present study

included both a linear term (Complexity) and a quadratic term

(Complexity2) of text complexity in the research model.

Helpfulness

= exp[β0+β1(Rating) + β2(Length) + β3(Sentiment)

+β4(Complexity)+β5(Complexity2)+β6(Ranking)

+β7(Reputation) + β8(Age)+ρ + ε]

where

ρ = Product fixed effect

ε = Random error

V. RESULTS

A. HYPOTHESES TESTING

The present study examined the effect of numerical and

textual characteristics on review helpfulness by using Neg-

ative binomial regression method. Table 4 summarizes the

results for the model testing on the full dataset. In addition,

the present study also examined the impacts of numerical and

textual characteristics on review helpfulness in the regular,

TABLE 4. Negative binominal regression results for review helpfulness.

TABLE 5. Group analysis of helpfulness based on review type.

comparative and suggestive data sets, respectively. To do this,

we extracted three subsamples, each of which corresponds to

a type of review. The Negative binomial regression results for

the datasets of regular, comparative and suggestive types were

presented in Table 5.

From Table 4, we found that review rating (ρ = −0.196,

p < 0.001) and text sentiment (ρ = −0.010, p < 0.001)

are negatively and significantly related to review helpful-

ness, which supports H1 and H3, respectively. In addition,

the results show that review length (ρ = 0.010, p < 0.001)
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has a significant positive impact on review helpfulness, indi-

cating that the more words the review has, the more helpful

the review is. Hence, H2 is supported. Finally, the results of

Model 1 show that the square of the text complexity (ρ =

−3.90E-05, p < 0.01) has a significant negative impact

on review helpfulness, which means the text complexity of

the review has an invert U-shaped relationship with review

helpfulness. In other word, reviews with extreme complex-

ity are less helpful than reviews with moderate complexity.

Therefore, H4 is not supported.

We further conducted a comparison testing to examine the

differences in the strength of regression coefficients among

the three types of reviews. As presented in Table 5, most of

regression coefficients were found to be significantly differ-

ent among the three types of reviews. For suggestive reviews

(ρ = −0.183, p < 0.001), review rating has a significant

negative relationship with review helpfulness, while com-

parative reviews do not have a significant relationship with

review helpfulness (p > 0.05). In particular, the effect of rat-

ing on review helpfulness is stronger for suggestive reviews

than for comparative reviews. Hence, our hypothesis 5A is

supported. However, the effect of review length on review

helpfulness, in contrast, is weaker for suggestive reviews than

for comparative reviews. Therefore, Hypothesis 5B is not

supported.

Hypothesis 6 postulates that the effect of text sentiment

and text complexity on review helpfulness will be stronger

for suggestive reviews than comparative reviews. The results

in Table 4 suggest that text sentiment has a negative impact

on review helpfulness for both suggestive (ρ = −0.042,

p < 0.01) and comparative (ρ = −0.011, p < 0.05)

reviews. Moreover, as shown in Table 5, the effect of text sen-

timent on the helpfulness of online review is weaker for com-

parative reviews when compared with suggestive reviews.

Thus, hypothesis 6A is supported. In contrast, the correlation

between text complexity and review helpfulness was non-

significant for suggestive (ρ = −1.02E-05, p > 0.05) and

comparative (ρ = −8.17E − 05, p > 0.05) reviews. These

results show that the ways in which text sentiment and text

complexity are related to review helpfulness are similar for

suggestive and comparative reviews. Hence, hypothesis 6B is

not supported.

Hypothesis 7 assumes that the effects of numerical char-

acteristics and textual characteristics on review helpfulness

will be stronger for suggestive and comparative reviews

when compared with regular reviews. However, as shown

in Table 5, the results indicate that the effects of numerical

characteristics on review helpfulness are weaker for sug-

gestive and comparative reviews than for regular reviews.

Thus, hypothesis 7A is rejected. For textual characteristics,

the effect of review sentiment on helpfulness is significantly

weaker for regular reviews than for suggestive reviews and

comparative reviews, while the effect of text complexity on

review helpfulness is stronger for regular reviews than for

suggestive and comparative reviews. Therefore, Hypothesis

7B is also rejected.

TABLE 6. Robustness test results for review helpfulness.

B. ROBUSTNESS CHECK

In online product rating systems, consumers are allowed

to discuss their own opinions in an asynchronous way.

Therefore, a sequence forms as product reviews arrive

sequentially [3]. Specifically, the Matthew effect could kick

in when review sequence is regard as a heuristic cue [53].

As such, helpfulness estimates may be sensitive to review

sequence [3]. To verify if the estimated effect of numerical

and textual characteristics is robust, we include the review

order in our model to control for the possible sequential bias.

Following the procedure conducted by Zhou and Guo [3],

the present study ordered the reviews for a specific product

by review date. For a given product, let dr represent the day

on which review r arrives, and then some reviews have the

same value of d . For each d ′, we formed Sd ′ ≡ {r : dr =

d ′}, which denotes the set of reviews for which dr = d ′.

Then we operationalized the variablereview orderas order

(d ′) ≡
∑

d<d ′N (Sd ) + 1, where N (Sd ) is the cardinality of

set Sd . As showed in Table 6, our main findings still hold after

controlling the possible sequential bias effect. In addition,

review order is proved to negatively affect the helpfulness of

online reviews, which is consistent with the findings of Zhou

and Guo [3].

The present study also tested the effect of review char-

acteristics on review helpfulness in different product type

conditions. The reviews were categorized into two categories

based on product type: search product and experience prod-

uct. The model was tested for the two product categories sep-

arately. As shown in Table 6, the complexity of reviews has a

strong invert U-shaped relationship with review helpfulness

for search product, but not for experience product. In addition,

reviewer reputation has a significantly positive relationship

with review helpfulness for experience product, while this

relationship is non-significant for search product.
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TABLE 7. Group analysis of helpfulness based on product type.

C. PREDICTING THE MOST HELPFUL REVIEWS BY

RANDOM FORESTS

To ensure the theoretical and potential practical contributions

of this study, we employed a Random Forest that considers all

review characteristics simultaneously to forecast its helpful-

ness. Moreover, online retailer can use the proposed Random

Forest as a tool to rank the reviews based on their predicted

helpfulness.

A random forest is a classifier consisting of a large number

of trees, which is random in two aspects: (1) ‘‘each tree is

based on a random subset of the observations’’, and (2) ‘‘each

split within each tree is created based on a random subset of

candidate variables’’ [54]. Random forests are very popular

in the field of machine learning since they can handle a much

great number of variables with relatively small amounts of

observations. More importantly, random forests provide an

evaluation of variable importance [55], [56]. A well-known

variable importance metric in random forests is average

impurity reduction and its analog, Gini importance.

We conceptualized review helpfulness counts in the origi-

nal data as a binary variable, i.e., the helpfulness variable of

the reviewswhich did not obtain helpful votes were set as ‘‘0’’

and the others were set as ‘‘1’’. During all the experiments,

80% of the data set was used as training set and the rest was

for testing set. We build the predictive model for helpfulness

of reviews and calculate the relative important ratio of numer-

ical and textual characteristics based on average impurity

reduction metric. R programming language is utilized for all

model prediction and variable importance measurement.

Table 7 summaries the prediction performance of the

trained Random Forests for the training and testing sets. The

performance on the independent test sets with accuracy rates

is all above the minimum accepted range of 80% [57] except

the accuracy rate of suggestive set, which demonstrates that

our trained Random Forests have a good performance to

accurately predict review helpfulness based on the review

characteristics.

TABLE 8. Prediction accuracy levels.

TABLE 9. The relative importance of factors.

Finally, we checked the relative importance of each numer-

ical and textual characteristic. As shown in Table 8, among

our four characteristics, across all three datasets, review

length is the most important factor that affects review helpful-

ness. This findings are consistent with our Negative binomi-

nal regression results which is also supported by several prior

studies in the field of online reviews [9], [16]. In addition,

across three datasets, the importance of numerical character-

istics is greater than textual characteristics and this result is

stable in the three review types contexts.

VI. DISSCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A. FINDINGS

In the present study, we try to analyze the impacts of both

the numerical characteristics and textual characteristics of

reviews on review helpfulness and identify the review type

under which the effects of review characteristics on review

helpfulness will be strengthened or weakened. Grounded in

existing online review literature, a theoretical framework was

developed and tested with 30,338 product reviews collected

from Amazon.com. The results of our study indicate that,

in terms of numerical characteristics of reviews, the rating of

a review has a significant and negative impact on the review

helpfulness, which is consistent with [8] and [44]. However,

this effect is significant for regular and suggestive reviews,

but not for comparative reviews. In addition, the impact of

review length on review helpfulness is significant and positive

for all the three types of online reviews, which suggests that

review length is a robust indicator for supporting and guiding

consumer purchasing decisions. Longer review has proten-

tional to provide more helpful information, thus consumers’

evaluations of review helpfulness on longer review would

be higher. In addition, the length of reviews increases the

diagnosticity of product reviews [5], in that it is easier for
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consumers to gather information on product quality prior to

purchase.

In terms of textual characteristics of reviews, text senti-

ment has significant effects on review helpfulness. Specifi-

cally, reviews with negative sentiment are more helpful than

reviews with positive sentiment for suggestive and compar-

ative reviews, but not for regular reviews. More importantly,

we found that review text complexity has an invert U-shaped

relationship with review helpfulness. In other words, reviews

withmoderately difficult sentences are associated with higher

levels of helpfulness than reviews with extremely simple or

complex sentences. However, this effect was not found in the

datasets of suggestive and comparative reviews.

Furthermore, our findings indicate that the effects of

numerical characteristics and textual characteristics on

review helpfulness are significantly different in different

types of reviews. On the one hand, the effect of numerical

characteristics on review helpfulness is stronger for regu-

lar reviews when compare with suggestive and comparative

reviews. A plausible interpretation is that regular reviews

provide less textual information than suggestive and com-

parative reviews, and thus the effect of numerical charac-

teristics on review helpfulness is dominant in the regular

reviews. On the other hand, text sentiment, one of textual

characteristics, has a stronger effect on review helpfulness

for suggestive reviews when compare with regular and com-

parative reviews. As we discussed earlier, the sentiments

embedded in suggestive reviews which are utilized to help

consumer to make a decision are straighter and more per-

suasive than that from other types of reviews. Addition-

ally, text complexity is proved to have a stronger effect on

review helpfulness for regular reviews than that for sugges-

tive and comparative reviews. One plausible explanation is

that the regular review could not provide sufficient infor-

mation if review text is too simple. In contrast, if review

text content is extremely complex, it would be difficult for

reader to understand. However, both suggestive and com-

parative reviews are able to express unequivocal goals to

readers with clear meaning. Thus, the effect of text com-

plexity in these two types of review on review helpfulness is

weaker.

In terms of the different products, the linear and nonlinear

effects of text complexity on review helpfulness were both

significant for search product, but nor for the experience

product. This suggests that review readers are more likely

to care about the review readability for the search product.

In fact, the search product with standard parameter and capac-

ity features will impress readers relying on their readability

and clarity. In addition, the results show that the reviewer rep-

utation significantly affects review helpfulness for the expe-

rience product, but not for the search product. This suggests

that review readers who evaluate an experience product’s

review as helpful will rely on the reviewer’s reputation and

experience. The reason may be that it is more difficult for

readers to judge the quality of an experience product review

solely on the review features itself.

Finally, our results revealed that our proposed Random

Forest model has a great performance in predicting the help-

fulness of online review. Besides, we found that review length

is the most important predictor in predicting review helpful-

ness, which is consistent with our regression results and the

findings of Eslami et al. [16]. Furthermore, our results also

suggested that the importance of numerical characteristics is

greater than that of textual characteristics. One possible rea-

son is that the numerical characteristics are more intuitive and

allow the reader to make a fast assessment for the helpfulness

of a review.

B. THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTIONS

The present study contributes to the literature from several

aspects. First, the present study explores the combination

effects of numerical and textual characteristics across three

different review types. In consistent with [14], the present

study found that different review types have different impacts

on review helpfulness. For example, numerical characteristics

including review rating and length are significant predictors

of review helpfulness in regular reviews. Text sentiment was

found to be significant predictors of review helpfulness in the

suggestive and comparative reviews. Specifically, in terms

of the coefficient and significant level, the impact of text

sentiment on review helpfulness was stronger for suggestive

reviews than that for comparative reviews. This suggests that

text sentiment plays an important role in determining the

helpfulness of the suggestion related reviews. In addition,

the present study also reveals that the complexity of reviews

has a strong invert U-shaped relationship between review

helpfulness in the regular review context. To sum up, our

results provide additional support to the impact of review

characteristics on review helpfulness in different review types

contexts.

Second, we adopted a multi-analytic method including

linear regression and random forest method to explain and

predict the helpfulness of a review. The results of the present

study address a gap in current researches by identifying the

characteristics of the most helpful reviews among regular,

comparative and suggestive reviews. Especially, our study

compared the importance of the impacts of numerical and

textual characteristics on review helpfulness. The present

study provided empirical evidence that the importance of

numerical characteristics on review helpfulness is greater

than that of textual characteristics. Our results also reveal that

review length is the most important factor in affecting review

helpfulness as potentially longer reviews contain more cues.

Our multi-analytic investigation further enhanced credibility

to our findings.

C. PRACTICAL CONTRIBUTIONS

The current study also has important practical implications

for online retailers and rating system managers. First, online

reviews are found to have important impacts on consumers

purchase decision making and can benefit online retailers

with enhanced revenue and product sales [3]. However, not
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all product reviews have the same utility on decision mak-

ing and sales enhancing. The present study found that the

reviews’ numerical characteristics and textual characteris-

tics both affect product review helpfulness. An important

impaction of the finding is that online retailers and rat-

ing system managers should devote more effort to manage

the reviews’ numerical and textual elements. For instance,

the reviews’ length and complexity should be controlled

within a reasonable range.

Second, the results of the present study show that the

impacts of numerical characteristics including review rating

and review length on review helpfulness are significantly

stronger for regular reviews than for suggestive and com-

parative reviews. The implication for online retailers is that

they should pay more attention to the length and rating of the

regular reviews, especially longer negative regular reviews.

In addition, text sentiment was found to be a significant pre-

dictor of review helpfulness for suggestive and comparative

reviews. An important impaction for online retailers and rat-

ing systemmanagers is that they can provide some influential

and sentimental review note for guiding consumers’ review

writing.

Finally, in terms of search product reviews, the effects of

text complexity on review helpfulness were both linearly and

nonlinearly significant. The implication for online retailers

is that they can take measures to restrict the maximum and

minimum words number to manage text complexity and

consequently the review helpfulness. In addition, reviewer

reputation has positively influence on review helpfulness

for the experience product, but not for the search product.

This suggests that reviewer reputation can be regarded as

an important predictor for distinguishing a helpful product

review. The implication for online retailers is straightforward:

they can design or renew their reviewer reputation systems to

better capture the reviewers’ reputation. For instance, online

retailers can calculate their reviewer reputation by including

a longer time span.

D. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Like all other empirical researches, the present study suffers

from some limitations. First, the data used in the present

study was collected from a representative E-commerce plat-

form, Amazon.com. As different kinds of product rating sites

existed, such as, Ebay.com, Tmall.com and JD.com, future

studies are encouraged to address these additional rating sites

to test the generalizability of our findings.

Second, a major theme of the present study is to explore

the effects of reviews’ numerical and textual characteristics

on review helpfulness. Although essential, the two sets of

elements are insufficient to draw a complete picture of a

helpful online review. The literature of behavioral science

suggests that review order and social location are also poten-

tially important determinates of review helpfulness [3], [58].

Therefore, future studies are encouraged to investigate how

review order and social location in combining with reviews’

numerical and textual characteristics affect review helpful-

ness.

Finally, another protentional limitation is the self-selection

bias in our sample, in which we only include review posters.

The opinions from the non-posting consumers who brought

a particular product from current E-commerce sites did not

analyzed in our study. This is the common drawback for stud-

ies on related topic that collected secondary data from online

product review sites. Therefore, further empirical researches

are encouraged to explore the issue of review helpfulness

using other complementary research methods, such as survey

or eye tracking experiments.
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